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Hi, I’m Jorge Flores
 
Full Experienced in backend(MVC), frontend(React) and now develop high scale solutions on the cloud with microservices, serverless and CI/CD integration using multiple technology solutions such as Lambda, ECS, Python(RESTful API), postgres etc. As a human I am creative, versatile and innovative. Self-directed, quick learner, and highly motivated. AWS • Micro services • CI/CD Integration • Python • React • Ruby on Rails • PHP on Laravel, Symfony • Postgres • Mysql • REST APIs • Linux • Javascript • Bootstrap • Streaming • SaaS • CDN • RDS • NoSQL (DynamoDB) + and More...
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FeaturesWhat I Do




Savy Solutions
More than a smart developer, my role has been thinking the best solutions for the business outside of the code. problem-solving and providing solutions to real-world problems, providing high-level scalable design solutions.


overlay link


DevOps
Cloud Infrastructure Solutions, Automation, Enviroments, reliable and scale apps. Server-less micro services, Elastic Compute, CI/CD. Etc. Experience in AWS, EC2, S3, ECS, Lambda, RDS, CloudWatch, CloudFront, SNS, DynamoDB, Etc. Dedicate Servers. WHM, CPanel, SSH etc. 


overlay link


BackEnd / FrontEnd
Build applications, APIs, Unit test, Documentation and Integrations with Data (DB Postgres, Mysql, No-sql). Experience with Php on Laravel, Python on Django, Node and Ruby on Rails. Develop graphics user interface. Experience with React, javascript, HTML, CSS


overlay link




Visit my portfolioMy Portfolio
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FrontEnd React


React App to create Auto Campaigns
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Backend Serverless/ECS


MicroServer -  PDF service
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Backend Serverless / Frontend React


MicroServer -  Document service
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Backend Serverless


Video Analytics
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Backend - Laravel


Yare TV / Master Sys.
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Backend - Laravel


CFL (Canadian Football League)
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Backend - Laravel


Canada West
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Backend - Symfony


Manage Petro - The Online Fuel Delivery Solution
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Backend - Laravel


GBMO/GBMW, LLC







10+ Years of ExperienceMy Resume



experienceEducationprofessional Skills2018 - CurrentCanada Job Experience
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Absolute Results - Surrey, B.C. CanadaSenior Software Engineer (2019 Jul - Current)

Creating micro-services such as print-service, campaign-service, vehicle-service and others. All services provide communication through RestApi. All service high scale with server less and ECS some cases. Front end integrations, Develop and maintain the main app in PHP Company framework. Tools: Python/Node.js, AWS Lambda, ECS, RDS. Front end using React. Google Cloud, PHP
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Yare Media - Surrey, B.C. CanadaSenior Software Developer (2018 May - 2019 Jul)

Create, Maintain and restructure multiple client service sites. Yaretv.com, Canada West TV, CFL(Canadian football League), OUA(Ontario University Athletics), AUS(Atlantic University Sport), and others. For all these sites we provide end to end solutions to stream their content and monetize based on paywall or ads. 

 Tools: PHP, SYMFONY 3.4/4, Linux Dedicated Servers, Git, Bootstrap, React, NPM, Advanced CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, yarn, etc. 
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Manage Petro - North Vancouver, B.C. CanadaSoftware Developer (2018 Feb - 2018 May)

Developing SaaS infrastructure as a solution for multiple clients and easily their own environment. cPanel/WHM API for PHP library, Deployer procedures, Multi-tenant Application. Tools: PHP, SYMFONY 3.4/4, Linux Dedicated Servers, Git, Bootstrap, React, NPM, Advanced CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, yarn, etc.





2007 - 2017International Job Experience
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CoCoSoft S.C. (US/Mexico customers)Founder (2013 - 2017)

Develop and implement a business plan. (income, outcomes, taxes, etc.), Find and research new client prospects, Create technological solutions to solve client problems, Constant contact with the client for planning, implementation and performance assessments, Engaging contract talent for projects, Manage and supervise developers, Develop software solutions. Tools: PHP, Laravel, Redis, Linux Dedicated Servers, API, Git, IOS, Android, Ionic, Cordova, Delphi
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IEvolutioned (US/Mexico customers)Web Developer Freelancer (2012 - 2017)

Develop a backend application, Time-based objectives, Solution proposal and viability assessment, Research and implementation of new technologies and tools, APIs, Gems, Services, etc.Monitoring and configuration of servers. Tools: Ruby on Rails, Postgres, AWS server, REST API, ngnix, HAML, SAAS, git.
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Municipal Government MexicoTechnical Director. (2009 - 2012)

Municipality of Villa de Álvarez, Colima, Mx. Developed villadealvarez.gob.mx web page. Ubuntu servers for web technology support. (Apache, myslq, bind9, samba, php, ftp, ssh, smtp, pop, etc). Wireless connections support (antennas betweens buildings) between with antennas.


Tecnologías Dialles De México.
Web Developer (2007 - 2009)

I was working with PHP for 2 years. Developed red10.com web page which focuses on SMS services, prepaid credit and a social networking service.








2003 - 2018Education Degrees

Douglas College, New Westminster, BC. Canada.
Post-Degree Diploma (2017 - 2018)
3.66/GPA

Emerging Technology (Post-Degree Diploma). Focus in mobile development and new technologies on the cloud.


University Of Colima
Bachelor Of Computer Science (2003 - 2007)
88/100

Engineer (a) in Telematics. Design, manage and evaluate services and telecommunications networks, also has skills to design and develop communications software and distributed systems





2007 - CurrentExtra Education Experinces

Douglas College, New Westminster, BC. Canada.
JUN - DEC 2006
3.55/GPA

International Exchange for one period, coursing programming courses and getting involve with the canadian culture.


Bachillerato. #1 - Technical Programmer (2000 - 2003)
Higher School Certificate

Bachillerato Tecnico #1 is a technical high school offering a programmer diploma. (3 years)








LanguagesBackEnd

PHPLaravel, Symfony, Vanilla


PythonDjango


JavaScriptNode, express(Basics)


RubyOn rails (Last used on 2017)





FeaturesFrontEnd

ReactRedux, webpack, npm


VueLaravel FrontEnd (Basics)


JAVASCRIPTES6


HTMLStandar, blade, haml, mustache


CSSStandar, Saas





FeaturesDevOps

CI/CDBitbucket pipelines


AWS Server LessS3, Lambda, RDS


StreamingAWS EC2, wowza, CDN


DBPostgres, Mysql, NoSQL with dynamo
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Technology EntrepreneurHugh Dobbie
Founder & CEO - Yare Media
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At Yare media
via LinkedIn - April 17 2021


Jorge is that rare breed of person whom combines a great attitude and creative mindset that amplifies his value to any organization. His contributions to Yare cannot be overstated. He joined our start up while we were in the process of onboarding a large new customer and within a few short months Jorge was brimming with new ideas and recommendations regarding how we could improve things. 
 He was cooperative, flexible, productive and had great work ethic, He delivered on time and consistently exceeded expectations. In additional to all of the formidable technical skillsets he possesses he is also a first class person.
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Senior RPA Developer at CansureJosh Barton
Full Stack Developer and Operations Team Lead
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At Yare media
via LinkedIn - Jul 18 2019


Working with Jorge is an absolute pleasure. He is able to work very efficiently and displays great problem solving skills even under pressure. Jorge is a great mentor and is always happy to share his expertise in both backend and frontend development. I worked on many web applications with Jorge in our time at Yare, where he was able to lead and see through projects from start to finish. Jorge truly goes the extra mile in his work, and is never afraid to take on new challenges. I firmly believe that he will be a key player in any team that he finds himself in.
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Full Stack DeveloperFernando Castillo
Full Stack Developer
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At IEvolutioned / CoCoSoft S.C.
via LinkedIn - May 19 2019


I have known Jorge since 2010 as a programmer partner in different projects. His communication and people skill are excellent. He often has some very innovative ideas. He can comfortably work on backend or frontend side of your project. If I get involved in a new big project, I will call him without hesitation.
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Director of Manage PetroAli Tavanayan
Director of Manage Petro
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At Manage Petro
via LinkedIn - Jul 26 2018


During the course of his employment, Jorge proved himself to be a great employee with an excellent work ethic. He impressed me with his, solid problem solving and technical skills. His efficiency, motivation and team collaboration were particularly valuable to our firm. Overall, Jorge is a talented, hard-working employee. I strongly recommend Jorge for any level development position in the IT industry.
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Software Engineer at Clara DiamondsGabriel Stein
React Native Developer
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At Manage Petro
via LinkedIn - Jul 18 2018


It was great to work with along with Jorge. He is a reliable, friendly and very competent professional. Aways seeking to learn more and very engaged. I strongly recommend working with him. 
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Technical Lead at GenecaSamuel Gomez
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At University of Colima
via LinkedIn - Jun 2 2017


I have known Jorge for about 20 years now and worked together with him in multiple projects during our time at the University of Colima, he always brought an incredible amount of creativity to the team and was not afraid to think outside the box to find the right solution to the challenge at hand. Apart from his creativity he has a strong work ethic which made it easy to work with him, on top of that he has a great personality that allowed him to get along with all the team members. I can definitely say that Jorge is a huge asset to any team and that if he is in charge of your project you can rest assured that your product is in good hands.
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ContactContact With Me
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Jorge O. Flores Carrillo
Senior Software Engineer
I am available for freelance work. Connect with me via and call in to my account. I am base in Calgary, AB. Canada
Email: jorge@floresc.com
FIND WITH ME
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